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The story of a town, where nothing is ever morally right, and is totally randomly stupid.
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1 - The Carribu named lick

Bob was stuck in a hole, he yelled and yelled, and soon, he lost his voice, not to long after that,
peanutbutter came waltzing by, singing "Home on the range" and happened to see Bob. Bob was stuck
in a hole. Peanutbutter told bob "speak up, I can't read liPs!" but Bob had lost his voice, not to long after,
a pregnant purple llama named festus came by, and laid a square yellow egg. and then left, out of
nowhere, came a gay crossdressing carribu named lick, that was looking for babygap, and his husband.
peanutbutter didnt understand lick, so he started speaking spanish. "Yo salgo, mi amigo" Downtown, the
moose that is married to lick, is shopping for something to eat or dinner, and returns home to see lick
sitting by the fire knitting. he cookes the mystery meat, and wolfs it down, along with the knitting gay
crossdressing carribu named lick, who shops at babygap. They finished the meat, and lick asks moose
"what kind of meat was it tonight dear?" and moose looks on the package...CARRIBU!!! so now there is
a change of title to be made, lick is a "Gay crossdressing cannibalistic carribu named lick who shops at
babygap. Down the street, where the green rabid bunny is attacking people at the mall, a strange doctor
limps dramatically into the room, to cure all the rabid shoppers. He takes out a shot, and injects each
person with top ramen, to soak up the rabies. A few hours later, bob is dead, peanut butter is asleep,
and the yellow egg hatches...75 dragon donkeys named Darel, and a square purple duck.... (to be
continued!)



2 - The Key and the Locked Chest

continued...) The square purple duck, ate all but two of the 75 dragon donkeys damed darrel, and got a
stomach ache, not too long after, the two remaining dragon donkeys found a key, "to what does this key
belong?" asked one darrel to the other. "I dont know..." said the other to his brother. 20 minuts later, the
purple duck found a treasure chest, upon opening the chest, he realized, that it was locked. He searched
for the key, but failed. BUT ALAS!! along came the purple duck''s brothers...Darrel and Darrel. Darrel
said, "AHA!! we have found the chest!" and Duck said "AHA! I have foung the key!" but neither of the
founders wished to give up their treasure, so finally the other Darrel snached the key from his brother,
and the chest from the duck, and he opened the chest, inside, was a pile of HUMAN BONES!!! both of
the quarralling brothers where still fighting, unaware of what the other Darrel had just done... (to be
continued--) Will Darrel ever find out who''s bones are in the chest, or will he be driven insane, move to
Salem, and dig for clams singing the Oscar Meyer Weiner the rest of his life?



3 - Harry hahahaha

The square purple duck, and the two remaning darrels are now staring at a pile of bones...well. Little did
they know those bones belong to a king, the king of the WORLD!!!! A strawberry
named....drumroll......DUM DUM DUM!!!!.......BOB!!! *gasp* this sector of the story is about two
creatures....Samantha, the Blue and black spotted Bobcat who has a strange cybernetic voice,
and....Well, you'll see in a moment.

Darrel yelled to The Square purple duck "Oh bobblygok! I found the bones, I shall keep them!!"

The Square Purple duck shouted to Darrel "No...I found the key, so it shall be mine! for without my key
you never would have found the bones!!"

The other Darrel let out a frightend gasp as the two quarraling brothers shot him an evil mind shattering
glare...until they saw Samantha behind him.  Samantha greeted them with a pleasent hello, allowing The
duck to shudder with fear at the size of her enormouse feline hunting tools....CLAWS AND TEETH!!!
yikes. so Samantha was standing behid Darrel, as Darrel # 2 and The square Purple duck stood
gawking at the frightening Blue and Black bobcat.

Samantha's Cybernetic voice ecoed through the forest, as she explained how horrible quarraling was. 
The Square Purple duck refused to listen, but right when Samantha was about to speak again to reason
with the ugly puple bird, the voice of some sort of mafia man rang through the clearing..."Hello" said the
voice. all eyes wandered about to find what sort of high mighty beast produced such a growl, when
Darrel's gaze landed apon a Naked mole rat named 'Harry hahahaha'.  "Hello, my name is Harry
hahahaha" he said. "Is hahahaha part of your name?" asked Samantha, but Harry hahahaha, looked at
her like she was a moron....

(to be continued)
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